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We developed a generalized replicated liquid theory for glassy phases of non-spherical uniaxial
molecules and colloids, which becomes exact in the large dimensional limit d→∞. We then applied
the scheme to patchy colloids with sticky patches at their heads and tails. The system exhibits rich
phase behaviors involving the translational and orientational degrees of freedom. We found a novel
glass-glass transition between glasses with large/small orientational fluctuations.
Introduction – Understanding properties of glasses
from 1st principles is a major challenge in physics. From
theoretical point of view, a sensible strategy would be to
start from the simplest glass forming system and progres-
sively approach diverse real systems step by step. The
simplest glass forming system is the assembly of hard-
spheres in the limit d→∞ which has been exactly ana-
lyzed recently from the emergence of glasses up to jam-
ming using the replicated liquid theory [1–5].
Since molecules and colloids are generically non-
spherical, a natural step forward to go beyond the sim-
plest spheres is to consider particulate systems with ori-
entational degrees of freedom. An important question
is whether the orientational degrees of freedom is essen-
tially subjected to the translational one or they can play
distinct roles in glass transitions [6–12] and in glasses.
To tackle this problem from 1st principles we develop
a replicated liquid theory for a class of generic uniaxial
particles taking into account both the translational [1–
4, 13] and the orientational degrees of freedom [14] in the
limit d → ∞ to establish an exact mean field statistical
mechanics framework.
One of the simplest particulate systems with transla-
tional/rotational degrees of freedom is an assembly of
uniaxial patchy colloids which are geometrically spheri-
cal but have orientational degrees of freedom (see Fig. 1).
Patchy colloids have attracted significant interests be-
cause of the possibilities to design valence limitted crys-
talline [15] and amorphous structures [16–18]. In the
limit that the patches fully cover the surfaces they be-
come reduced to the standard sticky colloids for which
interesting phase behaviors such as reentrant glass transi-
tion and repulsive/attractive glass transitions are known
[19–25]. In this work, we uncover richer phase behav-
iors in the presence of the rotational degrees of freedom
including novel glass-glass transition driven by the orien-
tational degrees of freedom.
Exact glass free-energy functional for an assembly of
generic uniaxial particles in d → ∞ limit Let us con-
sider an assembly of anisotropic particles with axial sym-
metry in the d-dimensional space. The configuration of
the particles i = 1, 2, . . . , N is specified by translational
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FIG. 1. (Left) Patchy colloids with two sticky patches at
their heads(+) and tails(-). The size of the patches can be
parameterized by the visual angle θ+ and θ−. The green
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V (rij ,Si,Sj). (1)
In the following the specific shape of the potential is not
important but we assume orientational and translational
invariance such that it can be parameterized as,
V (r12,S1,S2) = V (r12, rˆ12 · S1, rˆ12 · S2,S1 · S2) (2)
where r12 = r1 − r2, rˆ = r/r and r = |r|.
In order to study glass transitions, we develop a repli-
cated liquid theory which becomes exact in the large
dimensional limit d → ∞ limit. This amount to con-
sider a liquid of ’molecules’ i = 1, 2, . . . , N made of m
replicas. [1, 2] The i-th molecule consists of replicas
a = 1, 2, . . . ,m whose translational/orientational coor-





Here D is the size of the particle and Ri is the cen-
ter of mass coordinate of the ’molecule’. The glass or-
der parameter for the translational degree of freedoms
[3] is αab = 〈ηai · ηbi 〉 which is related to the ’cage size’
∆ab = αaa+αbb−2αab. The latter is infinite in liquids but
becomes finite ∆ab <∞ (a 6= b) in glasses of the transla-
tional degrees of freedom. We introduce the orientational
glass order parameter as Qab = (1/Nd)
∑N
i=1〈Sai · Sbi 〉,
which is zero in liquids but becomes non-zero Qab > 0



























i=1〈ηai · Sbi 〉 which
represents the cross-correlations.
The free-energy functional of the replicated system in
the d→∞ limit is obtained as (See [26] for the details),
−βmφm[Qˆ] = cnt + d
2
ln detQˆ2m,2m − d
2
ϕˆFint[Qˆ] (3)












. Here β = 1/kBT is the reduced temper-
ature (not to be confused with the order parameter βˆ), ρ
is the number density, ϕˆ = 2dϕ/d is the reduced volume
fraction with ϕ being the volume fraction. For conve-
nience we have introduced a matrix Qˆ which is a super-
matrix of size 2m × 2m consisting of m × m diagonal
sub-matrices Qˆ and αˆ, off-diagonal ones βˆ and βˆt [26].
We also introduced a matrix Qˆ2m,2m which is defined by
subtracting the 2m-th row and column of Qˆ. The 1st
and 2nd terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3) can be regarded as
the entropic part of the free-energy while the last term
can be regarded as the interaction part. The functional








a,b=1Dabfm(ξ, x, x′, h)
∣∣∣ {ξ=ξ
x=x′=h=0}
Dab ≡ −∆ab∂ξa∂ξb +Qab(∂xa∂xb + ∂x′a∂x′b) + (Qab)2∂ha∂hb







a,ha) − 1 (4)
where we introduced a compact notation x =
{x1, . . . , xm}. The function fm(ξ, x, x′, h) is the repli-
cated Mayer function. Note that Fint[Qˆ] depends
on ∆ab, Qab but not on βab respecting the transla-
tional/rotational invariance.
1 step RSB ansatz – The simplest ansatz for the glass
order parameters is the 1 step replica symmetry breaking
(1RSB) ansatz for which we have Qab = (1 − q)δab + q,
βab = (mδab − 1)β αab = (mδab − 1)α and ∆ab = ∆(1−
δab) with ∆ = 2mα. The free-energy functional becomes,














































Around m = 1 it is useful to expand the free-energy in
power series of s = 1−m which yields,
−βmφm(∆, q, β) = −βφ1−βνFP(∆, q, β)s+O(s2) (8)
where νFP(∆, q, β) is the so called Franz-Parisi potential.
The values of the order parameters ∆, q and β should
be obtained by solving the saddle point equations which
extremize the free-energy function. Apparently the cross-
correlation vanishes β = 0. After fixing the remaining
order parameters q and ∆, we are left with the replica
free-energy φm = φm(∆
∗, q∗) which is still a function
of the parameter m. Then following the standard pre-
scription [27], various thermodynamic quantities includ-
ing the complexity or the configurational entropy Σ(m)
can be obtained [26]. By increasing the density ϕˆ with
m = 1 we would meet a so called dynamical transi-
tion density ϕˆd above which non-trivial solutions with
∆∗ < ∞ and/or q∗ > 0 emerge. The thermodynamic
glass transition, called as the Kauzmann transition would
take place at a higher density ϕˆK where the complexity
vanishes Σ(1) = 0. Let us call the regime φd < φ < φK
as glassy liquid regime since Σ(1) > 0 suggests that the
system is still in the liquid state but exhibits glassy dy-
namics hopping between different free-energy basins. In
the ideal, thermodynamic glass state which would exist
at higher densities ϕK < ϕ the parameter m should be
set at m = m∗(ϕˆ) so that the complexity remain zero,
i .e. Σ(m∗) = 0 and it would decrease with increasing
density. Eventually at the glass close packing density
ϕˆGCP where the ideal glass state exhibits jamming, m
∗
vanishes.
Patchy colloid – Let us now we apply the formalism
developed above to study patchy colloids with axial sym-
metry. In Fig. 1 a) we show the case of two patches at
its head(+) and tail(-). We parameterize the size of the
patches via δ± which are related to the viewing angles
θ± (see Fig. 1 a)) as δ± =
√
d cos(θ±/2). We employ
the Kern-Frenkel potential [28] for the patchy colloids:
the particles interact with each other attractively if their
patches touch but otherwise behave as hardspheres. The
patches touch if i) the distance r between the centers of
the particles lies inside the potential well of the square-
well potential shown in Fig. 1 b) ,i. e. D < r < D + σ,
and ii) the vector r connecting the two centers penetrates




+ (1− e1/Tˆ )[θ(ξ − σˆ)− θ(ξ)]Ω(x, x′). (9)
where θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. Note that the
potential depends not only on ξ = d(r/D− 1) which is a
reduced distance between the centers of the colloids but
also on x = rˆ ·S1 and x′ = rˆ ·S2 where rˆ = r/r is the unit
vector parallel to the vector r connecting the two centers.
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FIG. 2. (Top panels) Thick patches case: here the width of the attractive well is chosen to be relatively large σ = 0.20.
(Bottom panels) Thin patches case: here σ = 0.03. (Left panels) Phase diagrams in the liquid and glassy liquid regimes. Red
filled-squares represent the dynamic glass transition line ϕˆd(δ) Blue filled-circles/empty-squares represent stability limits of
weak/strong orientational fluctuations. Red filled-circles/empty-squares represent the stability limits of attractive/repulsive
glasses. (Center panels) Behavior of glass order parameters. (Right panels) Phase diagrams at higher densities. The head-tail
ratio is fixed as δ+/δ− = 0.5 so that the head-tail symmetry is broken and the temperature is fixed at Tˆ = 0.30. The coverage
of the surface by the patches increase with δ = δ− (vertical axis in the left and right panels).
where U0 is the depth of the square-well potential shown
in Fig. 1 b) and reduced width of the square-well of the
potential σˆ = σ/D. The function Ω(x, x′) is 1 if the
condition ii) mentioned above is met and 0 otherwise.
For the case of the two patches we find,
Ω(x, x′) = (θ(−x−δ+)+θ(x−δ−))(θ(x′−δ+)+θ(−x′−δ−))
(10)
Let us note that usual sticky colloid is recovered by
δ± = 0 where our theory becomes the same as the theory
by Sellitto and Zamponi [25].
In the following we call the ratio δ+/δ− as the head-tail
ratio and denote δ− as δ. The coverage of the surface by
the patches increase with δ = δ−. The patches fully cover
the surfaces in the limit δ → 0 and disappear in δ →∞.
Thus the system becomes the usual sticky colloid system
in δ → 0 and simple hardsphere system in δ →∞.
Emergence of glassy liquid First let us examine how
the glassy states emerge increasing the density ϕˆ. This is
done by looking for minima of the Franz-Parisi potential
Eq. (8). In the left panels of Fig. 2 we show the phase
diagrams of representative cases of relatively thick (σ =
0.20) and thin (σ = 0.03) attractive potential well.
The phase boundary between the liquid and glassy liq-
uid regimes is given by the dynamical transition density
ϕd(δ). We generically find that the dynamical transitions
happen simultaneously both in the translational and ori-
entational degrees of freedom: the solution with ∆ <∞
and q > 0 emerge passing ϕd(δ) as can be seen in Fig. 2
(central panels). The exception is the head-tail symmet-
ric case, i. e. δ+/δ− = 1 for which the dynamical transi-
tions of the translational and orientational can decouple













FIG. 3. The behavior of the glass order parameters
with/without head-tail symmetry. The head-tail ratio de-
creases as δ+/δ− = 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 in the direction
indicated by the arrows. Here Tˆ = 0.5,σ = 0.1 and δ− = 0.8.
The translational/orientational glass transitions become de-
coupled only in the head-tail symmetric case.
mode coupling theory and simulations in hard ellipsoids
[7, 10] and hard dumbbells [8, 9].
By construction ϕˆd(δ) converges to that of the simple
hardspheres ϕˆHS ' 4.807 [1] in the limit δ →∞ and the
usual sticky colloid in the other limit δ → 0 so that it is
natural that the system becomes glassy at a lower density
ϕˆd(0) < ϕˆHS. However it can be noticed in the figures
that the phase boundary ϕd(δ) has a non-monotonic, re-
entrant behavior with respect to δ. Such behaviors are
known in sticky colloids with decreasing temperature [19–
22, 25]. The similarity is reasonable because both the
increase of patch size and the lowering of the temperature
enhance the effect of the attractive interaction.
Kauzmann transition and glass close packing Next let
us jump to very high density region ϕˆ ∼ O(log d). The
Kauzmann transition transition takes place in this regime
and ϕˆK can be located as the point where the complexity
Σ(1) vanishes [26]. We find,
(ϕK/ ln d)
−1 ' 1+(eσˆ−1)[1+(1/Tˆ−1)e1/Tˆ ]Ω (11)
where Ω = (Θ(−δ+/2)+Θ(−δ−/2))2. Similarly the glass
close packing density ϕˆGCP is located by the condition
Σ(m = 0) = 0 which yields ϕGCP/ ln d ' 1. As shown in
Fig. 2 (right panels), φK(δ) decreases monotonically with
increasing patch size.
Glass-glass transitions Now let us turn to the interior
of the super-cooled glassy liquid phase at intermediate
densities ϕˆd(δ) < ϕˆ < ϕˆK(δ). There we find quite rich
phase behaviors as can be seen in Fig. 2, with 4 different
types of glassy states.
Both in the cases of the thick and thin patches shown
Fig. 2 we find a glass-glass transition which is driven by
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FIG. 4. Topographic view of the Franz-Parisi Potential with
distinct minima. Here we show the potential νFP(∆, q) at
representative points located inside the coexistence regions I
and II of thin-patch system shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) in panel
I) and II) respectively.
the effect of the attractive interaction is relatively strong.
Presence and coexistence of two distinct glasses can be
clearly seen in the Franz-Parisi potential shown in Fig. 4
I). One minimum has a small q meaning large orienta-
tional fluctuations while the other has a large q meaning
weak orientational fluctuations. Interestingly they have
almost the same value of ∆ meaning they are almost the
same in the sector of translational degrees of freedom.
The blue points in Fig. 2 indicate the stability limits of
those glasses. The two lines of the stability limits ap-
parently converges at a point which we denote as as B3
point because it is analogous but distinct from the the
A3 point which we discuss below. To our knowledge this
glass-glass transition was unknown before.
In the case of the thin-patch, we find another glass-
glass transition. It involves a glass with relatively large
∆ and small q meaning larger translational and orienta-
tional fluctuations and another glass which has smaller ∆
and larger q meaning smaller translational and orienta-
tional fluctuations. Coexistence of the two glasses can be
seen again in the Franz-Parisi potential as shown in Fig. 4
II). This glass-glass transition can be considered as es-
sentially the same as the well known repulsive/attractive
glass transition of the simple sticky colloids, which was
51st predicted by the mode coupling theory [19, 20] and
subsequently confirmed by experiments [21, 22], simu-
lations [29] and the replicated liquid theory [25]. The
magenta points represent the stability limits of the two
glasses. Just as in the simple sticky colloids, we denote
the meeting points of the two lines of the stability lim-
its as A3 point and A
′
3 points. Similarly we denote the
point where the two stability limit lines and the dynam-
ical transition line ϕˆd(δ) meet as A4 point.
Conclusions – To conclude we developed a 1st prin-
ciple theory for glassy phases of uniaxial particles with
translational and orientational degrees of freedom, which
become exact in the large dimensional limit d→∞. We
applied it to colloids with sticky patches at their heads
and tails. We found the system exhibits rich phase be-
haviors, in particular a novel glass-glass transition which
is driven by the orientational degrees of freedom. While
the d→∞ limit greatly simplifies the liquid theory and
allows theoretical progresses, it would also miss many
subtleties of real three-dimensional liquids. Thus it is
important to examine our theoretical prediction by ex-
periments on real systems and numerical simulations of
finite dimensional systems. For instance, it would be
interesting to clarify, much as in the case of the A3
point [20, 30], whether the relaxational dynamics exhibit
anomalous slow dynamics around the B3 point, in the
sector of the rotational degrees of freedom or not. Coex-
istence of distinct glass phases should be manifested as
step-wise response of the system under (de)compression
or shear. For the sticky colloid this has been demon-
strated experimentally [23] and theoretically [31]. On
the theoretical side, there are numerous possibilities for
future studies extending our results: exploration of vari-
ous glassy systems with orientational degrees of freedom
including dumbbells and ellipsoids [7–12, 32], possibili-
ties of further breaking of the replica symmetry [5, 33]
and state following of the glassy states under compres-
sion/shear deformations [31, 34–36].
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7Supplemental Material for:
Translational and orientational glass transitions in the large-dimensional limit : replica theory and
application to patchy colloids
ASSEMBLY OF ANISOTROPIC PARTICLES
Model
We consider an assembly of anisotropic particles with axial symmetry in d-dimensional space interacting with each




V (rij ,Si,Sj) (12)
where ri and Si (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) are d-dimensional vectors representing the position and orientation of the particles.
The specific form of the potential is not important but we assume the system is orientationally and translationally
invariant so that it can be parameterized as,
V (r12,S1,S2) = V (r12, rˆ12 · S1, rˆ12 · S2,S1 · S2) (13)
where r12 = r1 − r2, rˆ = r/r and r = |r|. In the following we set up a mean-field theoretical framework to describe
liquid and glass states of such a system in the d→∞ limit.
We denote the number density of the system as ρ = N/V with V being the volume of the container. For the colloids
including the patchy colloids it is useful to introduce the volume fraction
ϕ = ρ(Ωd/d)(D/2)
d (14)
where D is the diameter of the particle and Ωd is the surface area of unit sphere in d-dimensions. We also introduce
the reduced volume fraction ϕˆ = 2dϕ/d which is useful to consider d→∞ limit [1].
DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY FOR ANISOTROPIC PARTICLES




δ(r− ri)δ(S− Si). (15)
which is normalized such that ∫
ddrdSρ(r,S) = N. (16)
By recalling the fact that in the d→∞ limit so that the free-energy of liquids can be expressed exactly by 1st virial
expansion we find [2, 14],
−βF [ρ(r,S)] = −
∫
r,S





where we introduced a shorthanded notation
∫
r,S
≡ ∫ ddr ∫
S
dS and the Mayer function,
f(r12,S1,S2) = e
−βV (r12,S1,S2) (18)
Here the potential V (r12,S1,S2) is orientationally and translationally invariant as in Eq. (13)
8REPLICATED LIQUID OF ANISOTROPIC PARTICLES
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δ(ra − rai )δ(Sa − Sai ) (20)



















2 ) − 1 (22)
Here the potential V (r12,S1,S2) is orientationally and translationally invariant as in Eq. (13).
As in the case of simple spheres [2] we decompose the spatial coordinate of particles as,










is the center of mass position of the molecule made of replicas a = 1, 2, . . . ,m and uai represents fluctuation within
the molecule. Note that
m∑
a=1
uai = 0 (25)
holds by definition. The natural glass order parameters which are invariant under global translations and rotations























〈uai · Sbi 〉. (28)












Pab = 0 (29)
For convenience we define a combined matrix as shown in Fig. 5 and call it as Qˆtot of size 2m× 2m. Because of the
sum rules Eq. (29), Qˆtot can be parameterized completely by a smaller matrix Qˆ
2m,2m
tot which is defined by subtracting
the 2m-th row and column (shaded region in Fig. 5).
9Qˆtot
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<latexit sha1_base64="CwgdE3kEYf0ywsRTMGrPA4+e694=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVTeCCx9F ERflRgTFlejGZavWFlqRJI42mCYhmRZr6Q+4FxeCoiAofoYbf8CFnyDuVHDjwts0ICrqHZg5c+49lzN3dNcyfUn0EFFaWtvaO6Kdsa7unt6+eP/Ahu+UPUNkDMdyvJyu+cIybZGRprREzvWEVtItkdX3lhv5bEV4vunY67 Lqis2StmubO6ahSabyhaImawVdSK2+FU9QkoIY/QnUECQQRsqJX6GAbTgwUEYJAjYkYwsafF55qCC4zG2ixpzHyAzyAnXEWFvmKsEVGrN7vO/yLR+yNt8bPf1Avc8VDisd7lLHKCbonq7phe7ohh7p/ddutaBLw02VT72p Fe5W3+HQ2tu/qhKfEsVP1Z+uJXYwH7g12b0bMI13GE195eD4ZW1hdaI2SRf0xP7P6YFu+QV25dW4TIvVE8T4C9TvA/8JNmaSKiXV9GxicSn8jCiGMY4pnvgcFrGCFDLBxI5wirPIszKkjChjzVIlEmoG8SWU6Q/XWI7w</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwgdE3kEYf0ywsRTMGrPA4+e694=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVTeCCx9F ERflRgTFlejGZavWFlqRJI42mCYhmRZr6Q+4FxeCoiAofoYbf8CFnyDuVHDjwts0ICrqHZg5c+49lzN3dNcyfUn0EFFaWtvaO6Kdsa7unt6+eP/Ahu+UPUNkDMdyvJyu+cIybZGRprREzvWEVtItkdX3lhv5bEV4vunY67 Lqis2StmubO6ahSabyhaImawVdSK2+FU9QkoIY/QnUECQQRsqJX6GAbTgwUEYJAjYkYwsafF55qCC4zG2ixpzHyAzyAnXEWFvmKsEVGrN7vO/yLR+yNt8bPf1Avc8VDisd7lLHKCbonq7phe7ohh7p/ddutaBLw02VT72p Fe5W3+HQ2tu/qhKfEsVP1Z+uJXYwH7g12b0bMI13GE195eD4ZW1hdaI2SRf0xP7P6YFu+QV25dW4TIvVE8T4C9TvA/8JNmaSKiXV9GxicSn8jCiGMY4pnvgcFrGCFDLBxI5wirPIszKkjChjzVIlEmoG8SWU6Q/XWI7w</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwgdE3kEYf0ywsRTMGrPA4+e694=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVTeCCx9F ERflRgTFlejGZavWFlqRJI42mCYhmRZr6Q+4FxeCoiAofoYbf8CFnyDuVHDjwts0ICrqHZg5c+49lzN3dNcyfUn0EFFaWtvaO6Kdsa7unt6+eP/Ahu+UPUNkDMdyvJyu+cIybZGRprREzvWEVtItkdX3lhv5bEV4vunY67 Lqis2StmubO6ahSabyhaImawVdSK2+FU9QkoIY/QnUECQQRsqJX6GAbTgwUEYJAjYkYwsafF55qCC4zG2ixpzHyAzyAnXEWFvmKsEVGrN7vO/yLR+yNt8bPf1Avc8VDisd7lLHKCbonq7phe7ohh7p/ddutaBLw02VT72p Fe5W3+HQ2tu/qhKfEsVP1Z+uJXYwH7g12b0bMI13GE195eD4ZW1hdaI2SRf0xP7P6YFu+QV25dW4TIvVE8T4C9TvA/8JNmaSKiXV9GxicSn8jCiGMY4pnvgcFrGCFDLBxI5wirPIszKkjChjzVIlEmoG8SWU6Q/XWI7w</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CwgdE3kEYf0ywsRTMGrPA4+e694=">AAACcHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVTeCCx9F ERflRgTFlejGZavWFlqRJI42mCYhmRZr6Q+4FxeCoiAofoYbf8CFnyDuVHDjwts0ICrqHZg5c+49lzN3dNcyfUn0EFFaWtvaO6Kdsa7unt6+eP/Ahu+UPUNkDMdyvJyu+cIybZGRprREzvWEVtItkdX3lhv5bEV4vunY67 Lqis2StmubO6ahSabyhaImawVdSK2+FU9QkoIY/QnUECQQRsqJX6GAbTgwUEYJAjYkYwsafF55qCC4zG2ixpzHyAzyAnXEWFvmKsEVGrN7vO/yLR+yNt8bPf1Avc8VDisd7lLHKCbonq7phe7ohh7p/ddutaBLw02VT72p Fe5W3+HQ2tu/qhKfEsVP1Z+uJXYwH7g12b0bMI13GE195eD4ZW1hdaI2SRf0xP7P6YFu+QV25dW4TIvVE8T4C9TvA/8JNmaSKiXV9GxicSn8jCiGMY4pnvgcFrGCFDLBxI5wirPIszKkjChjzVIlEmoG8SWU6Q/XWI7w</ latexit>
 ˆt
<latexit sha1_base64="an202ohcPPvbEbrosV+EjPoDnmQ=">AAACdnichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1Y0gSLFU XZUbERRXohuXvloFqyWJow1Nk5BMizX0B/wBF64UBcXPcOMPuPATxKWCLlx4mwZERb0DM2fOvedyZq7uWqYviR5iSlt7R2dXd0+8t69/IJEcHMr7TtUzRM5wLMfb0jVfWKYtctKUlthyPaFVdEts6uWlZn6zJjzfdOwNWX fFTkU7sM1909AkU8VkolDSZFDQhdQau4FsFJNpylIYqZ9AjUAaUaw4ySsUsAcHBqqoQMCGZGxBg89rGyoILnM7CJjzGJlhXqCBOGurXCW4QmO2zPsB37Yj1uZ7s6cfqg+5wmGlw10aSCFD93RNz3RHN/RI7792C8IuTTd1 PvWWVrjFxPHI+uu/qgqfEqVP1Z+uJfYxF7o12b0bMs13GC197ejkeX1+LRNM0Dk9sf8zeqBbfoFdezEuV8XaKeI8AvX7h/8E+emsSll1dSa9sBgNoxujGMcU//gsFrCMFeTCqZziApexN2VMySiTrVIlFmmG8SUU+gCgup ET</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="an202ohcPPvbEbrosV+EjPoDnmQ=">AAACdnichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1Y0gSLFU XZUbERRXohuXvloFqyWJow1Nk5BMizX0B/wBF64UBcXPcOMPuPATxKWCLlx4mwZERb0DM2fOvedyZq7uWqYviR5iSlt7R2dXd0+8t69/IJEcHMr7TtUzRM5wLMfb0jVfWKYtctKUlthyPaFVdEts6uWlZn6zJjzfdOwNWX fFTkU7sM1909AkU8VkolDSZFDQhdQau4FsFJNpylIYqZ9AjUAaUaw4ySsUsAcHBqqoQMCGZGxBg89rGyoILnM7CJjzGJlhXqCBOGurXCW4QmO2zPsB37Yj1uZ7s6cfqg+5wmGlw10aSCFD93RNz3RHN/RI7792C8IuTTd1 PvWWVrjFxPHI+uu/qgqfEqVP1Z+uJfYxF7o12b0bMs13GC197ejkeX1+LRNM0Dk9sf8zeqBbfoFdezEuV8XaKeI8AvX7h/8E+emsSll1dSa9sBgNoxujGMcU//gsFrCMFeTCqZziApexN2VMySiTrVIlFmmG8SUU+gCgup ET</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="an202ohcPPvbEbrosV+EjPoDnmQ=">AAACdnichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1Y0gSLFU XZUbERRXohuXvloFqyWJow1Nk5BMizX0B/wBF64UBcXPcOMPuPATxKWCLlx4mwZERb0DM2fOvedyZq7uWqYviR5iSlt7R2dXd0+8t69/IJEcHMr7TtUzRM5wLMfb0jVfWKYtctKUlthyPaFVdEts6uWlZn6zJjzfdOwNWX fFTkU7sM1909AkU8VkolDSZFDQhdQau4FsFJNpylIYqZ9AjUAaUaw4ySsUsAcHBqqoQMCGZGxBg89rGyoILnM7CJjzGJlhXqCBOGurXCW4QmO2zPsB37Yj1uZ7s6cfqg+5wmGlw10aSCFD93RNz3RHN/RI7792C8IuTTd1 PvWWVrjFxPHI+uu/qgqfEqVP1Z+uJfYxF7o12b0bMs13GC197ejkeX1+LRNM0Dk9sf8zeqBbfoFdezEuV8XaKeI8AvX7h/8E+emsSll1dSa9sBgNoxujGMcU//gsFrCMFeTCqZziApexN2VMySiTrVIlFmmG8SUU+gCgup ET</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="an202ohcPPvbEbrosV+EjPoDnmQ=">AAACdnichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1Y0gSLFU XZUbERRXohuXvloFqyWJow1Nk5BMizX0B/wBF64UBcXPcOMPuPATxKWCLlx4mwZERb0DM2fOvedyZq7uWqYviR5iSlt7R2dXd0+8t69/IJEcHMr7TtUzRM5wLMfb0jVfWKYtctKUlthyPaFVdEts6uWlZn6zJjzfdOwNWX fFTkU7sM1909AkU8VkolDSZFDQhdQau4FsFJNpylIYqZ9AjUAaUaw4ySsUsAcHBqqoQMCGZGxBg89rGyoILnM7CJjzGJlhXqCBOGurXCW4QmO2zPsB37Yj1uZ7s6cfqg+5wmGlw10aSCFD93RNz3RHN/RI7792C8IuTTd1 PvWWVrjFxPHI+uu/qgqfEqVP1Z+uJfYxF7o12b0bMs13GC197ejkeX1+LRNM0Dk9sf8zeqBbfoFdezEuV8XaKeI8AvX7h/8E+emsSll1dSa9sBgNoxujGMcU//gsFrCMFeTCqZziApexN2VMySiTrVIlFmmG8SUU+gCgup ET</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="UdX0HEZ3hA3A89EeKZ3H R3lMmEg=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqj4UgglgUV+VGBMWV6MalbW0rtKUkcdTQNAnJtKilP+DOlaArB UHxM9z4Ay78BBHcVHDjwts0ICrqHZg598w9l3NndNcyfUn0GFE6Oru6e3r7ov0Dg0PDsZHRrO9UPUNkDMdy vG1d84Vl2iIjTWmJbdcTWkW3RE4vr7fuczXh+aZjb8lDVxQr2p5t7pqGJpnKFfY1WU82SrE4JSiI6Z9ADUE cYWw6sWsUsAMHBqqoQMCGZGxBg88rDxUEl7ki6sx5jMzgXqCBKGurXCW4QmO2zPseZ/mQtTlv9fQD9QFXOK x0uEsD05ilB7qhJt3TLT3R+6/d6kGXlptDPvW2Vril4eOJ9Nu/qgqfEvufqj9dS+xiOXBrsns3YFpzGG197 ei0mV5Jzdbn6JKe2f8FPdIdT2DXXo2rpEidI8pfoH5/8J8gu5BQKaEmF+Ora+Fn9GISM5jnF1/CKjawiUzg 7gRnOI+8KOPKpDLVLlUioWYMX0KZ+wDiP40h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UdX0HEZ3hA3A89EeKZ3H R3lMmEg=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqj4UgglgUV+VGBMWV6MalbW0rtKUkcdTQNAnJtKilP+DOlaArB UHxM9z4Ay78BBHcVHDjwts0ICrqHZg598w9l3NndNcyfUn0GFE6Oru6e3r7ov0Dg0PDsZHRrO9UPUNkDMdy vG1d84Vl2iIjTWmJbdcTWkW3RE4vr7fuczXh+aZjb8lDVxQr2p5t7pqGJpnKFfY1WU82SrE4JSiI6Z9ADUE cYWw6sWsUsAMHBqqoQMCGZGxBg88rDxUEl7ki6sx5jMzgXqCBKGurXCW4QmO2zPseZ/mQtTlv9fQD9QFXOK x0uEsD05ilB7qhJt3TLT3R+6/d6kGXlptDPvW2Vril4eOJ9Nu/qgqfEvufqj9dS+xiOXBrsns3YFpzGG197 ei0mV5Jzdbn6JKe2f8FPdIdT2DXXo2rpEidI8pfoH5/8J8gu5BQKaEmF+Ora+Fn9GISM5jnF1/CKjawiUzg 7gRnOI+8KOPKpDLVLlUioWYMX0KZ+wDiP40h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UdX0HEZ3hA3A89EeKZ3H R3lMmEg=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqj4UgglgUV+VGBMWV6MalbW0rtKUkcdTQNAnJtKilP+DOlaArB UHxM9z4Ay78BBHcVHDjwts0ICrqHZg598w9l3NndNcyfUn0GFE6Oru6e3r7ov0Dg0PDsZHRrO9UPUNkDMdy vG1d84Vl2iIjTWmJbdcTWkW3RE4vr7fuczXh+aZjb8lDVxQr2p5t7pqGJpnKFfY1WU82SrE4JSiI6Z9ADUE cYWw6sWsUsAMHBqqoQMCGZGxBg88rDxUEl7ki6sx5jMzgXqCBKGurXCW4QmO2zPseZ/mQtTlv9fQD9QFXOK x0uEsD05ilB7qhJt3TLT3R+6/d6kGXlptDPvW2Vril4eOJ9Nu/qgqfEvufqj9dS+xiOXBrsns3YFpzGG197 ei0mV5Jzdbn6JKe2f8FPdIdT2DXXo2rpEidI8pfoH5/8J8gu5BQKaEmF+Ora+Fn9GISM5jnF1/CKjawiUzg 7gRnOI+8KOPKpDLVLlUioWYMX0KZ+wDiP40h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UdX0HEZ3hA3A89EeKZ3H R3lMmEg=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqj4UgglgUV+VGBMWV6MalbW0rtKUkcdTQNAnJtKilP+DOlaArB UHxM9z4Ay78BBHcVHDjwts0ICrqHZg598w9l3NndNcyfUn0GFE6Oru6e3r7ov0Dg0PDsZHRrO9UPUNkDMdy vG1d84Vl2iIjTWmJbdcTWkW3RE4vr7fuczXh+aZjb8lDVxQr2p5t7pqGJpnKFfY1WU82SrE4JSiI6Z9ADUE cYWw6sWsUsAMHBqqoQMCGZGxBg88rDxUEl7ki6sx5jMzgXqCBKGurXCW4QmO2zPseZ/mQtTlv9fQD9QFXOK x0uEsD05ilB7qhJt3TLT3R+6/d6kGXlptDPvW2Vril4eOJ9Nu/qgqfEvufqj9dS+xiOXBrsns3YFpzGG197 ei0mV5Jzdbn6JKe2f8FPdIdT2DXXo2rpEidI8pfoH5/8J8gu5BQKaEmF+Ora+Fn9GISM5jnF1/CKjawiUzg 7gRnOI+8KOPKpDLVLlUioWYMX0KZ+wDiP40h</latexit>
Pˆ
<latexit sha1_base64="1G6f/a8U1oLbwYm9gUtm XmGxk8k=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf9bEQRCiWiqtyI4LiqujGZavWFlQkiaOGpklIpkUt/QF3rgS7U hAUP8ONP+DCTxDBjYIbF96mAdGi3oGZc8/cczl3Rnct05dEjxGlo7OruyfaG+vrHxgcig+PbPhOxTNE3nAs xyvqmi8s0xZ5aUpLFF1PaGXdEgW9tNy8L1SF55uOvS6PXLFd1vZtc880NMlUYetAk7VsfSeepDQFkWgHagi SCCPrxK+xhV04MFBBGQI2JGMLGnxem1BBcJnbRo05j5EZ3AvUEWNthasEV2jMlnjf52wzZG3Omz39QH3IFQ 4rHe5SRwIpeqAbeqV7uqUn+vi1Wy3o0nRzxKfe0gp3Z+hkfO39X1WZT4mDL9WfriX2sBC4Ndm9GzDNOYyWv np89rq2uJqqTdMlPbP/C3qkO57Arr4ZVzmx2kCMv0D9+eDtYGM2rVJazc0lM0vhZ0QxgSnM8IvPI4MVZJEP 3J3iHI3IizKmTCiTrVIlEmpG8S2U6U/gPI0g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1G6f/a8U1oLbwYm9gUtm XmGxk8k=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf9bEQRCiWiqtyI4LiqujGZavWFlQkiaOGpklIpkUt/QF3rgS7U hAUP8ONP+DCTxDBjYIbF96mAdGi3oGZc8/cczl3Rnct05dEjxGlo7OruyfaG+vrHxgcig+PbPhOxTNE3nAs xyvqmi8s0xZ5aUpLFF1PaGXdEgW9tNy8L1SF55uOvS6PXLFd1vZtc880NMlUYetAk7VsfSeepDQFkWgHagi SCCPrxK+xhV04MFBBGQI2JGMLGnxem1BBcJnbRo05j5EZ3AvUEWNthasEV2jMlnjf52wzZG3Omz39QH3IFQ 4rHe5SRwIpeqAbeqV7uqUn+vi1Wy3o0nRzxKfe0gp3Z+hkfO39X1WZT4mDL9WfriX2sBC4Ndm9GzDNOYyWv np89rq2uJqqTdMlPbP/C3qkO57Arr4ZVzmx2kCMv0D9+eDtYGM2rVJazc0lM0vhZ0QxgSnM8IvPI4MVZJEP 3J3iHI3IizKmTCiTrVIlEmpG8S2U6U/gPI0g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1G6f/a8U1oLbwYm9gUtm XmGxk8k=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf9bEQRCiWiqtyI4LiqujGZavWFlQkiaOGpklIpkUt/QF3rgS7U hAUP8ONP+DCTxDBjYIbF96mAdGi3oGZc8/cczl3Rnct05dEjxGlo7OruyfaG+vrHxgcig+PbPhOxTNE3nAs xyvqmi8s0xZ5aUpLFF1PaGXdEgW9tNy8L1SF55uOvS6PXLFd1vZtc880NMlUYetAk7VsfSeepDQFkWgHagi SCCPrxK+xhV04MFBBGQI2JGMLGnxem1BBcJnbRo05j5EZ3AvUEWNthasEV2jMlnjf52wzZG3Omz39QH3IFQ 4rHe5SRwIpeqAbeqV7uqUn+vi1Wy3o0nRzxKfe0gp3Z+hkfO39X1WZT4mDL9WfriX2sBC4Ndm9GzDNOYyWv np89rq2uJqqTdMlPbP/C3qkO57Arr4ZVzmx2kCMv0D9+eDtYGM2rVJazc0lM0vhZ0QxgSnM8IvPI4MVZJEP 3J3iHI3IizKmTCiTrVIlEmpG8S2U6U/gPI0g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1G6f/a8U1oLbwYm9gUtm XmGxk8k=">AAACbHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf9bEQRCiWiqtyI4LiqujGZavWFlQkiaOGpklIpkUt/QF3rgS7U hAUP8ONP+DCTxDBjYIbF96mAdGi3oGZc8/cczl3Rnct05dEjxGlo7OruyfaG+vrHxgcig+PbPhOxTNE3nAs xyvqmi8s0xZ5aUpLFF1PaGXdEgW9tNy8L1SF55uOvS6PXLFd1vZtc880NMlUYetAk7VsfSeepDQFkWgHagi SCCPrxK+xhV04MFBBGQI2JGMLGnxem1BBcJnbRo05j5EZ3AvUEWNthasEV2jMlnjf52wzZG3Omz39QH3IFQ 4rHe5SRwIpeqAbeqV7uqUn+vi1Wy3o0nRzxKfe0gp3Z+hkfO39X1WZT4mDL9WfriX2sBC4Ndm9GzDNOYyWv np89rq2uJqqTdMlPbP/C3qkO57Arr4ZVzmx2kCMv0D9+eDtYGM2rVJazc0lM0vhZ0QxgSnM8IvPI4MVZJEP 3J3iHI3IizKmTCiTrVIlEmpG8S2U6U/gPI0g</latexit>
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FIG. 5. Parameterization of the extended Parisi’s matrix Qˆtot and its dimension-less version Qˆ. The elements of the two
matrices are related via Eq. (45).
We expect the ρ(r,S) of the glass states which keep the translational and orientational invariance of the liquid can
be parameterized solely by the glass order parameters as,
ρ(r,S) = ρ(Qˆtot) (30)
Now we wish to find the exact expression of the free-energy −βF/N of the molecular liquid of the anisotropic particles
in terms of the glass order parameters Qab combining the result of the simple spheres [4] and a recent work on vectorial
spin systems reported in Ref. [14].
The 1st step is to change the integration variables in Eq. (21) from r, S to Qˆtot. Because of the decomposition
Eq. (23) let us change integration variables as,
∫
r
. . . =
∫
ddR
∫ Du . . . with Du ≡ ddumdδ(∑ma=1 ua). Subsequently































Now following essentially the same steps in (332)-(348) of [14] (see also [2–4]), we find the entropic part of the
free-energy functional , which is the 1st term on the r. h. s. of Eq. (21), can be expressed as a functional of the glass
order parameter Q as,
−βFent
N










ln detQˆ2m,2mtot . (32)






























































ddR in an integration over the separation of the center of mass between the molecules 1 and 2 and Rˆ = R/R
is a unit vector whose direction represented by the solid angle Ω is integrated over by
∫
dΩ . . .. Here we introduced






































 · · · (36)
We also introduced a Fourier transform,
fm(R


















The integration over the solid angle can be evaluated as follows. For arbitrary d-dimensional vectors Aa we have,
∫
dΩde










where Ωd is the solid angle in the d-dimensional space. This can be seen by noting 〈Rˆµ〉Ω = 0, 〈RˆµRˆν〉Ω = (1/d)δµν ,...
where we defined the average over the solid angle 〈. . .〉 ≡ (1/Ωd)
∫
dΩd . . .. As in the case of the M -component spin
system in M → ∞ limit, we assume that different components Rˆµ become independent from each other in d → ∞
limit.
Using Aa = 2Rλa(u
a







































































































































































Now we have to evaluate the integration
∫
dRRd−1 . . .. In order to take d → ∞ limit, it is useful to change the







































































































































∆ab ≡ αaa + αbb − 2αab (46)
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βab = 0 (47)





















































where A(ξ) represents the operand of the differential operators ∂ξa . In the 2nd equation we assumed that the diagonal
elements of the αˆ matrix is a constant, say αaa = αd [4], which is independent of replicas a. This holds for the usual
Parisi’s replica symmetry breaking ansatz [37]. In the 2nd equation we repeatedly performed integrations by parts




ξ( ddξ + 1)A(ξ) = 0. In the last step we also used the sum rule Eq. (47) by which we find the term with
βab vanishes.
Assuming that Qˆ∗tot,1 = Qˆ
∗
tot,2 at the saddle point, which is defined by normalization conditions ρ =
∫
dQˆtotρ(Qˆtot)









































ϕˆ ≡ ρ2dϕ/d ϕ = ρΩd
d
(D/2)d (51)
Including the entropic part of the free-energy we finally obtain,
−βmφm[Qˆ] = cnt + d
2







































Here we introduced a matrix Qˆ which combines the matrices Qab, αab, βab as shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 6. Parameterization of the 1RSB matrix
1RSB ANSATZ
Let us consider the 1RSB ansatz which amount to assume the matrix Qˆ in the form Qˆ1RSB shown in Fig. 6. The
m×m sub-matrices αˆ, βˆ and Qˆ can be expressed as,
αˆ = (mI − 1)α βˆ = (mI − 1)β Qˆ = (1− q)I + q (55)
where I is the identity matrix of size m×m. The sum rules Eq. (47) which reflect the translational invariance imply
the diagonal elements of the sub-matrices αˆ and βˆ can be expressed as,
αd = (m− 1)α βd = (m− 1)β. (56)
We also note that the matrix ∆ˆ defined as ∆ab = αaa + αbb − 2αab can be written as,
∆ˆ = ∆(1− I) (57)
with
∆ = 2(αd + α) = 2mα (58)
Some useful formulae
The sub-matrices αˆ, βˆ and Qˆ are all m×m matrix of the following form in the 1RSB ansatz,
Aˆ = a1I + a2. (59)






detA = am−11 (a1 +ma2) (60)
Note however that αˆ and βˆ are not invertible because they respect the sum rule Eq. (47) which implies a1+ma2 = 0.
In the following we use a trick to circumvent this is to make a shift a1 → a1 +  and then take  → 0 in the end of
computations (see supplementary information of [34] sec. I B).
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Entropic part of the free-energy
First let us analyze the entropic contribution to the free-energy Eq. (52) within the 1RSB ansatz. Using the cofactor
expansion for inverse matrices we can write
det(Qˆ)2m,2m = detQˆ(Qˆ)−12m,2m (61)
Given the structure of the matrix (See Fig. 6) we can write (see [38] Eq. (3.147)),
detQˆ = detQˆ detZ (62)
and (see [38] Eq. (3.145))
(Qˆ)−12m,2m = Zˆ−1m,m (63)
Here we introduced,
Zˆ = αˆ− βˆtQˆ−1βˆ (64)
Now by writing
Zˆ = z1I + z2 (65)
and using the formulae Eq. (60) we find
det(Qˆ)2m,2m = det(QˆZ−1m,m = (1− q)m−1[1 + (m− 1)q]zm−11
(


















Collecting the above results, we find the following factor which is essential in the entropic contribution to the free-
energy Eq. (52),









+ ln(1 + (m− 1)q) + (m− 1) ln(1− q) (68)
where we used ∆ = 2mα given in Eq. (58).
Interaction part of the free-energy
Within the 1RSB ansatz the differential operator D in Eq. (50) becomes,




ξ + (1− q)(∂2x + ∂2x′) + (1− q2)∂2h (70)
D2 = −∆∂2ξ + q(∂2x + ∂2x′) + q2∂2h (71)

























A(h) = γa ⊗A(h) (74)


























· · · (77)

































In the last equation we repeatedly performed integrations by parts over ξ. Similarly we find Eq. (73) becomes,















Replicated free-energy and Franz-Parisi potential
To sum up we obtain the free-energy within the 1RSB ansatz as,






























and cnt given in Eq. (53) and g(ξ, x, x
′, h) given in Eq. (79).
Close to m = 1 it is useful to expand the free-energy in power series of s = 1−m which yields,
− β(1 + s)φ1+s(∆, q, β) = −βφ1 − βνFP(∆, q, β)s+O(s2) (82)
with the Franz-Parisi potential,
−2
d































We note that φ1 = limm→1 φm(∆, q, β) is independent of the order parameters (∆, q, β) as can be checked using
Eq. (68) and Eq. (69)-Eq. (73).
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Saddle point equations



















β∗ = 0 (85)















































by which we can rewrite Fint in Eq. (81) as
Fint(∆, q) = Gm(∆, q)− 1 (88)
Suppose that Gm(∆, q) scaled as
Gm(∆, q)− Gm(0, 1) ∝ C∆∆α∆ + Cq(1− q)αq (89)
for small ∆ and 1− q. For example in the case of the simple hardspheres α∆ = 1/2 [1]. Then we find the saddle point
values scales as,
∆∗ ∝ ϕˆ−1/α∆ 1− q∗ ∝ ϕˆ−1/αq (90)
at large densities ϕˆ 1. Which in tern implies
Gm(∆∗, q∗) = Gm(0, 1) +O(ϕ−1) (91)
at large densities.
Outline of the analysis based on the 1RSB ansatz
Let us outline the subsequent analysis. After fixing the remaining order parameters q and ∆ at a non-trivial saddle
pointwith ∆ <∞ and/or q > 0, we are left with the replica free-energy φm = φm(Qˆ∗(m)) which is still a function of
the parameter m. The thermodynamic free-energy (per particle) of the system is given by limm→1− φm. Following the
standard prescription [27], the complexity or the configurational entropy Σ(f), by which the density of glassy states
with free-energy (per particle) in the range between f and f + df is given as eNσ(f)df , can be obtained through,
Σ(m) = −βmφm + βmf(m)
−βmf(m) = m∂m(−βmφm) (92)




∗)/m∗ − kB(T/m∗)Σ(m∗) (93)
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Here m∗ = 1 in the glassy liquid regime where the complexity is finite Σ(1) > 0 and one anticipates non-trivial two-step
relaxations with β and α relaxations: at shorter time scales before the α relaxation takes place the system behaves as a
piece of a solid (glass) with bounded thermal fluctuations parameterized by ∆ <∞ and/or q > 0. As the density ϕˆ is
increased the complexity Σ(1) can vanish at some ϕˆK, signaling a thermodynamic glass transition called as Kauzmann
transition. In the ideal glass phase ϕˆ > ϕˆK, m
∗ is defined by vanishing of the complexity limm→m∗− Σ(m) = 0 and it
decreases with increasing ϕˆ. Eventually, at a certain ϕˆGCP called as glass close packing density, m
∗ vanishes signaling
jamming (of the ideal glass state) where the pressure diverges.
The analysis should start by examing the lowest density called as dynamic glass transition density ϕˆd beyond which
glassy states ∆ < ∞ and/or q > 0 exist. In the glassy liquid regime ϕˆd < ϕˆ < ϕˆK we have m∗ = 1 and non-trivial
solutions can be obtained by extremizing the Franz-Parisi potential νFP[Qˆ], which is defined as,
− β(1 + s)φ1+s[Qˆ] = −βφ1[Qˆ]− βνFP[Qˆ]s+O(s2) (94)
Kauzmann transition and glass close packing




(1− 3m) ln d (95)
Here we used ln ρ ' d2 ln d at d  1 which follows from Eq. (14), Ωd/d = pid/Γ(1 + d/2) and the Stirling’s formula
Γ(1 + z) ' z ln z − z for z  1.
Using the above results we have at large densities ϕˆ 1,










ϕˆ(Gm(0, 1)− 1) (96)
Then following the standard prescription [27] we obtain
















In the glassy liquid regime, the complexity is given by
Σ(1)
(d/2) ln d













In the ideal glass state at ϕˆ > ϕˆK, we choose m = m
∗ such that Σ(m∗) = 0. The glass close packing density at





Replicated free-energy: 1RSB ansatz
For patchy colloid we consider the Kern-Frenkel potential [28] which is given by,
e−βV (ξ,x,x
′) = θ(ξ) + (1− e1/Tˆ )[θ(ξ − σˆ)− θ(ξ)]Ω(x, x′). (102)
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where
Ω(x, x′) = (θ(−x− δ+) + θ(x− δ−))(θ(x′ − δ+) + θ(−x′ − δ−)) (103)
for the system of two patches at head and tail (See Fig. 1).
Thus compared with the generic potential V (ξ, x, x′, h), the Kern-Frenkel potential does not depend on h, which
represents the inner product of the directors S1 · S2.
Fortunately we find the function g(ξ, x, x′) in Eq. (79) can be obtained analytically as,


















































= γ1/2 ⊗ θ(x) = 1
2
(1 + erf(x)), (106)









In order to evaluate the free-energy Eq. (80) and Eq. (83) we are left with integrals over ξ, zx and zx′ which we
perform numerically.
Kauzmann transition and glass close packing













































































1 + (eσˆ − 1)[1 + (1/Tˆ − 1)e1/Tˆ ]Ω (112)
while the glass close packing density ϕˆGCP is given by Eq. (101).
